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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

Douglas S. Reeves
Department of Computer Science
N. C. State University
Box 8206
Raleigh, NC 27695-8206
Telephone: (919) 515-2044
Fax: (919) 515-7896
Email: reeves@eos.ncsu.edu

OBJECTIVES

This grant was awarded under the AASERT program (Augmentation Awards for Science and Engineering Research Training). The funding supported students conducting research in dynamic control of quality of service, and multicast routing for delay-constrained applications.

In general, our investigation is on how to provide Quality of Service in the Internet, using either ATM or IP technology. Quality of service means low packet delays, low delay jitter, and low packet
losses. Examples of applications which require QoS include voice and video transmission, real-time data acquisition, distributed control, distributed interactive simulation, and others. We believe our ideas offers significant advantages in ease of use, and efficiency. The issues of efficiency and flexibility are especially important for wireless networks, where bandwidth is in limited supply, and the network conditions change frequently and rapidly.

We have worked on a number of protocol issues: multicasting, unicast routing, admission control, packet multiplexing, and resource allocation. The specific goals of the research supported by this grant included:

- Demonstrate that dynamic resource allocation results in excellent quality of service (QoS) and dramatically higher bandwidth utilization for real-time traffic. Solve the practical implementation issues, and provide a firmer theoretical basis for its usage. Issues to be addressed include the feedback-delay problem that all dynamic control systems must overcome, system stability, and QoS apportionment to individual hops in a path (e.g., how to divide an end-to-end delay bound into smaller per-hop delay bounds).

- Develop improved methods for routing of real-time data. This includes unicast, multicast, and broadcast routing algorithms that incorporate delay bounds. Investigate the potential for hierarchical multicast routing, and dynamic tree construction.

An additional major new direction of our research has been pricing of network resources for ensuring fair, low-overhead allocation of quality of service to different users. This method is now also being applied to prevention of denial of service attacks.

STATUS OF EFFORT

==========

For real-time resource allocation, we have demonstrated how our method improves on other dynamic approaches. This work is 100% completed.

For delay-constrained routing (unicast, multicast, and broadcast), we have developed the best heuristics known (for unicast and broadcast), and substantially improved the state of understanding of multicast routing algorithms. This work is 100% completed.

We have devised a new method of network bandwidth allocation based on pricing. Our method is distributed, has low overhead, is provably fair, and is more general (providing more forms of fair allocation) than any other method known. We have also shown how this approach can accommodate two kinds of users: those requiring the minimum price, and those requiring the maximum guarantees. This research direction was unanticipated at the time of the proposal.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS / NEW FINDINGS

====================================================================

Delay-Constrained Unicast Routing
We studied the NP-hard delay-constrained least-cost routing problem. We proposed a simple, distributed heuristic solution, called DCUR. It requires limited network state information at each node. We proved DCUR's correctness and analyzed its worst-case complexity. We demonstrated that it is low overhead, and that in general its solutions are within 10% of an optimal-quality solution.

Evaluation of Multicast Routing Algorithms for Real-Time Communication
Multicast (MC) routing algorithms capable of satisfying the quality of service (QoS) requirements of real-time applications are essential for future high-speed networks. We compared the performance of all of the important MC routing algorithms when applied to networks with asymmetric link loads. We showed that unconstrained algorithms are not capable of fulfilling the QoS requirements of real-time applications in wide-area networks, and that one of the unconstrained algorithms currently used in the Internet (reverse path multicasting), is quite inefficient when applied to asymmetric networks. We identified the strongest delay-constrained methods, the advantages of each, and determined that existing heuristics are satisfactorily close to optimal to preclude the need for further research on this topic. Our work was the first detailed, quantitative evaluation of all of these algorithms under realistic high-speed networking environments.

The Delay-Constrained Minimum Spanning Tree Problem
Many distributed real-time applications require broadcasting information to all participants. This information must be received by within some delay bound, and at the lowest possible cost. We proved that this problem is NP-complete, and we proposed the first efficient heuristic to solve this problem. Simulation results under realistic networking conditions show that our heuristic's performance is close to optimal when the link loads are symmetric as well as when asymmetric link loads are used.

Statistical Models of Variable Bit-Rate Video
The transport of compressed video will be an important application of computer networks. Variable bit-rate (VBR) video is expected to major part of this traffic. Suitable statistical source models are required to analyze network performance metrics such as packet loss, delay, and jitter. We investigated VBR source models for videos containing moderate to significant scene changes and moderate to full motion. A description of each model was given, along with corresponding advantages and shortcomings.

Online dynamic bandwidth allocation
Network multimedia applications require performance guarantees that can be provided through proper resource allocation. We developed an online allocation method called the Dynamic Search Algorithm that dynamically adjusts the resource allocation based upon the measured quality of service. We demonstrated that it can dynamically allocate bandwidth to achieve a given loss rate for actual variable bit-rate MPEG-compressed videos. We investigated how to minimize both the
bandwidth allocated and the number of renegotiations. As compared to an off-line peak-rate allocation, DSA+ saved 13–58% in bandwidth. Methods previously proposed either over-allocated bandwidth or renegotiated up to 50 times more frequently. Multiple-hop bandwidth allocation was also addressed. Two implementations were investigated (allocation at the first node only, or at each node). Both methods were able to provide the end-to-end QoS.

**Network Resource Pricing**

Networks use flow control to manage network resources fairly and efficiently. We developed a distributed microeconomic flow control technique that models the network as competitive markets with three entities; users, Network Brokers (NB) and switches. Switches own the resources sought by users, and price their resources based on local supply and demand. A user requires these resources to maximize their individual QoS. Representing the user in the economy, the NB makes the resource purchasing decisions based on current needs of the user and prices. Users and switches act independently, which yields a decentralized flow control method. This competitive market structure encourages high utilization and Pareto optimal resource distribution.

We showed how this economy properly handles network dynamics, such as users entering/exiting, and VBR sources. Simulation results demonstrate the ability of the economy to successfully price link bandwidth of a network with a large number of users, each transmitting an actual MPEG-compressed video. Utilization for this network was over 90% and the distribution of link bandwidth was considered optimal over 92% of the time. The price method has also been shown to perform better than standard flow control schemes such as max-min or demand-based weighted max-min. We showed how the method can be incorporated into the existing ATM ABR service class very directly for explicit rate control, with minimal overhead.

We also investigated a distributed multi-market approach to network resource allocation. In this approach link bandwidth is bought and sold in two types of markets: the reservation market and the spot market. Reserved bandwidth has the advantage of ownership over a period of time, providing the user with some predictability of their expected QoS. In contrast, spot bandwidth has the advantage of immediate availability without the reservation overhead. Therefore, the multi-market approach integrates the benefits of the spot market and the reservation market in one allocation technique.

We are now investigating the use of this technique to prevent or reduce denial of service (DoS) attacks in the Internet. DoS attacks are a significant threat to the reliability and availability of new quality-of-service mechanisms such as the ones we have proposed. Our method of pricing resources promises to provide protection in a framework that is highly flexible and easy to understand. The method also has potential for application in critical-need environments where priorities for resource allocation must be considered, such as military command and control.

**PERSONNEL SUPPORTED**

============

- Faculty -- Douglas S. Reeves (Associate Professor, N.C. State University)
- Post-Docs -- Errin Fulp (August 1999-July 2000)
• PhD Student: Errin Fulp (graduated August 1999)
• Graduate Students (all Ph.D.) -- Mike Izquierdo (partly supported by this grant, graduated November 1998)

PUBLICATIONS

=========
(This list only includes publications supported by this grant.)

ACCEPTED

Journals—


Conferences—

• E. Fulp and D. Reeves, "ABR Rate Control for Multimedia Traffic Using Microeconomics", 2nd International Conf. on ATM (ATM '99), Colmar France.
SUBMITTED, IN REVIEW

Journals—


INTERACTIONS / TRANSITIONS

PARTICIPATION / PRESENTATIONS AT MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ETC.

- D. Reeves, DARPA ITO Tolerant Networks Program Meeting, Rome, NY, October 1999.
- D. Reeves, AFOSR Contractors Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, March 2000.
- D. Reeves, AFOSR Contractors Meeting, Rome NY, October 1997.
- D. Reeves, Workshop on Pricing in Networks, September 1999: "Goals and Assumptions for Pricing in Networks"

CONSULTATIVE AND ADVISORY FUNCTIONS TO OTHER LABS AND AGENCIES

During this period I reviewed proposals for AFOSR, the Army Research Office, and the National Science Foundation. I also reviewed papers for approximately 10 journals and 5 conferences, and I have been a member of 3 conference program committees, including Infocom (one of the top two international networking conferences).
STUDENTS GRADUATED

- I am currently advising 4 Ph.D. students and 3 M.S. students.

TRANSITIONS

- Errin Fulp spent the summer of 1997 as a member of the technical staff at NEC Research (Princeton, NJ).
- Douglas Reeves spent 4 months in Spring 2000 working at Nortel Networks (Research Triangle Park, NC) as a consultant on Voice-over-IP products.
- Our web sites (http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/rtcomm and http://www4.ncsu.edu/eos/users/r/reaves/rtcomm/ARQOS/main.htm) include publications and software available publicly. One piece of software, the MCRSIM multicast routing simulator, has been copied and used by researchers from at least 20 sites around the world. Other software includes a dynamic resource allocation simulator, and a resource pricing tool and simulator.

NEW DISCOVERIES, INVENTIONS, OR PATENT DISCLOSURES

Douglas Reeves submitted a patent application with Nortel Networks in October 2000. The title of the submission is "A Method for Authorizing Allocation of Resources for Voice Services in IP-Based Networks".

Errin Fulp submitted a patent application with NEC in Fall 1998 for "A Distributed Method of Pricing Network Resources".
HONORS / AWARDS

In this reporting period I have continued to be on the Editorial Board for IEEE Concurrency, and have been a member of four conference program committees.

NEC awarded a grant of $12,000 to support our research in 1998.